
ecological crisis lays bare the depth of man’s moral crisis.” He 
appealed to modem society to take a “serious look at its life style” in 
a world given to “instant gratification and consumerism.” He called 
for “simplicity, moderation, discipline as well as a spirit of sacrifice” 
as ingredients of a healthier global society (LosAngelesTimes, 6 Dec 
1989, p. A6). 

The juxtaposition of these two studies is most interesting. Is the 
cause of the global greenhouse population growth or lifestyle? Why 
does one study name population growth (and not lifestyle) and the 
otherstudynamelifestyle(andnotpopulation)? Is oneconect andthe 
other wrong, are they both correct. are they both wrong, or are they 
both partly correct and partly wrong? 

As an old adage has it, “we stand where we sit.” f i e  University 
and DOE scientists feel that conservation by denial is impossible 
politically, so they refrain from attacking the superfluous use of 
energy. They concludethatweshould(1)useenergymoreefficiently. 
and ( 2 )  use fuels that produce less CO,. On the other hand, the Pope 
attacks the superfluous use of carbon fueis. but does nor wish LO 
support birth control. Thus he too is silent on one part of the problem, 
population growth. 

In fact, annualglobalcarbondioxideproduction(C)canbewritten 
as 

d(CO,)/dt = C = PEih + N. 

where P is the global population of about 5 billion people. and E is 
annual average per capita consumption of energy. The product of P 
and E is presently about 100 million barrels of oil/day, or 200 quads 
(1 quad = 10‘: Btuj of energyjyear. ?“ne symbol h represents the 
average amount ofusableenagyproducedperht energy. Thevalue 
of h for a particular process varies between almost zero (house fire) 
to almost infinity (fission, photovoltaics, fusion). Improved end-use 
efficiency can help a great deal; for example, new refrigerators are 
now using one bird as much eiieigj; as befare the ~ i l  embxgc, 
increasing h by a factor of three. At present E divided by the average 

value of h is about 5 giga-tonnes per year of carbon. The last term, N, 
is the net production of CO, by natural causes. 

The logarithmic derivative of this equation gives us the fractional 
rate of increase of C: 

(dC/dt)/C = (dP/dt)/P + (dE/dt)/E - (dh/dt)/h 

For simplicity, wehave ignoredman’s impacts on the naturalproduc- 
tion of carbon. by assuming that dN/dt = 0. Actually man’s impacts 
should not be ignored since the cutting and burning of trees can be 
large, and increased global warming can release methane, a very 
effective greenhouse gas, from the tundra. The fractional increase in 
population, (dP/dt)/P, is the large term at about 1.8% per year. 
However, the large use of energy by the industrialized states is clearly 
part of the problem since the world is aspiring to attain our life style. 

Thus, it looks like both reports are partially correct. UC/DOE 
favors the first term, the fractional growth of population (dP/dt)/P, as 

considers the second term, the excess consumptionof fossil fuels (dE/ 
dt)/E, as the most important term. On the other hand, the energy 
conservers, thenuclearpower advocates, and the photovoltaic fans all 
agree that the diminished use of fossil fuel through either end-use 
efficiency or alternate, nonfossil power sources is the most important. 

I congratuiate the two groups for pointing our the two leading 
terms as the main cause of global warming. I agree that a global 
population increase of 1.8% per year is large, but I also recall that our 
life-style got us into trouble in the first place. We are all part of the 
problem as well as part of the potential solution: 1 confess to 
coiiti5utiiiig :G (d?/&),’? by havkg t k e e  cM&ec, m d  to (dE,!dt),E by 
visiting our son in Paris this coming summer at his new job. 

David Hafemeister 
Physics Department 

California Polytechnic State University 
San h i s  Gbipso, ZA 9 3 0 7  
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ARTICLES 
The Case for Civil Defense in Nuclear War Education 

Robert Ehrlich and Jane Orient 

[A copy of the original lengthier version of this article, including 48 
footnotes, can be obtained from the f rs t  author.] 

A majority of educators teaching courses onnuclear war andpeace 
profess to believe in the importance of presenting both sides of 
controversial issues. Yet the pro side of the civil defense issue is 
seldom presented without the ridicule often used by its detractors. In 
fact, many nuclear war courses do not include any significant amount 
of material about civil defense. This may be because most educators 
feel very strongly that nuclear war is unsurvivable, or perhaps that 
thoughts of nuclear war survivability are an obstacle to peace. This 
article argues that civil defense advocates should be allowed to make 
their own case, so that students can decide for themselves whether or 
not the idea deserves to be ridiculed. 

This essay defends the proposition that civil defense measures 
(shelters, food and medicine stockpiles, evacuation plans. and most 
importantly, education about protective measures) could save many 
millions of lives in the event of a nuclear war. We stress the word 
“could” because skeptics can always come up with some condition 
under which any given protective measure will fail to work. 

For example, consider the idea of evacuating “high risk” areas 
prior to an attack-aparticularly controversial civil defensemeasure. 
Evacuation of “high risk” areas would be futile in the event of an 
attack without warning, even though most observers believe that such 
a “bolt-out-of-the-blue” attack would be highly unlikely. Likewise, 
skeptics can point to the extreme difficulty in evacuating particular 

cities such asNew Yorkeven given severaldays notice, butNew York 
is far fromtypical in terms of its ease of evacuation. Skeptics also note 
thatan attackercansimplyretargetfleeingpopulations, butthis would 
only be an effective tactic if the attack occurred relatively soon after 
the start of the evacuation, and before the population dispersed. 
Finally, skeptics note that even if evacuation “succeeded,” no place in 
the nation is safe given the lethal levels of fallout radiation, “nuclear 
winter,” or other such global threats to life. A detailed rebuttal will be 
given later. For now we reemphasize that the issue of how well city 
evacuations would work is undecidable, short of an actual nuclear 
war. Circumstances under which it could save many lives include (a) 
most likely nuclear war initiation scenarios, (b) most cities, (c) most 
strategies of an attacker, and (d) most realistic estimates of serious- 
ness of the long-term threats to life (fallout and “nuclear winter”). 

For most Americans, civil defense is an issue of very low saliency. 
If reminded in a poll that the Soviet Union spends far more on civil 
defense than the U.S.. most Americans favor increasing U.S. expen- 
ditures. However, it is not an issue about which most citizens are 
particularly concerned. especially now that the perceived risk of 
nuclear war seems to have diminished greatly. Those few civil 
defense enthusiasts that do exist are regularly derided as kooks or Dr. 
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Strangelove types who actually wouldrelish theprospects of anuclear 
war. Some psychiatrists believe that “denial,” the unconscious 
suppression of unpleasant facts, is a motivation for believing that 
nuclear war could be survivable. We believe, however, that the 
reverse is more likely the case, and that the term“denial” better fits the 
belief in nuclear war unsurvivability. For many Americans the 
thought of experiencing the kind of unpleasant hand-to-mouth exis- 
tence prevalent in 90 percent of the Third World today, a realistic 
prospect for survivors, is simply unimaginable. It is more comforting 
to imagine one’s instantaneous annihilation in a nuclear war. In 
reality, of course, far more people would suffer slow, painful deaths. 
especially those who diedfromradiationsickness -deaths that could 
be prevented by taking precautions, some of a relatively simple 
nature. 

For example, fallout radation (present on dust particles) can 
&p$ ‘;s w d x c !  off fend -tith.nc! the fend heing contaminated 
afterwards, and contaminated water can easily be decontaminated by 
simply filtering itthrough anearthen filter. Another simple protective 
measure unknown to many civil defense skeptics who think in terms 
of special purpose fallout shelters is the simple expedient of survivors 
staying in their own home basements for a week or two following a 
nuciearwar. Tnis measurewuu1dri’iii;oikfoi Evcqone: thcsewitlhout 
home basements, those not at home when the attack occurs, those 
whose homes bum down, etc. But for those living in perhaps 75 
percent of the nation’s land area, a ten to twenty-fold reduction in the 
radiation level (as a below ground basement provides) is enough to 
make survival possib!e. Of course some areas of the country would 
become “radioactive wastelands” in the sense that a very long time 
would be required before radiation levels decayed to safe levels. In 
those very “hot” areas, survivors would need shelters with a protec- 
tion factor much higher than 10 or 20, and shelter stays longer than a 
week or wurg would be required. But such areas occupy a relatively 
small percentage of the nation’s land area. 

Civil defense critics often portray the situation otherwise by 
speaking of the vast land area that can be “contaminated” by a single 
nuclear explosion. In making this claim, they are either using the word 
“contaminated” to refer to any amount of radioactivity, however 
small (in which case everyone on earth is contaminated right now), or 
else they are refening to the present day peacetime radiationstandards 
used by the government forlimits onradiationexposure. Theselimits 
are 5 rems in one year for occupational exposure or 0.5 rems in one 
year for the general public. Such peacetime exposure limits are 
extremely stringent in terms of the health risks (primarily excess 
cancer deaths) faced by people exposed. The health risks faced by 
people receiving a given dose of radiation are reasonably well-known 
(at least for high doses), based on studies of the survivors of the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings. For example, the rate of increase 
in cancer deaths (most 20 or more years later) was found to be about 
8 percent for e v e q  100 rads a survivor received. 

In discussing the dangers of fallout fromnuclear weapons, people 
often mention the islands in the pacific that remain“uninhabitab1e” as 
a result of U.S. nuclear testing, despite a radiologic clean-up opera- 
tion. In fact, the radiation on the Marshall Islands is somewhat higher 
thanit was before the testing. But it is stillnotvery high. TheNorthern 
MarshallIslands Radiological Survey conductedin 1978 showedthat 
on most of the islands the annual dose due to fallout was about 0.006 
rems from all exposure pathways, including food, or about 4 percent 
of the average annual external background dose in the U.S. On Bikini 
Island. one of the most heavily contaminated areas, the maximum 
annual dose to those eating locally grown food was less than 2 rems. 

One other greatly-feared effect of radiation on humans and ani- 
mals is genetic mutations. Studies on the survivors of the Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki bombings have, however, shown no evidence for an 
increase in the 10 percent spontaneous rate of genetic defects among 
survivors’ offspring. This does not mean that no increase occurred. 
only that it was too small to be seen given the size of the group studied. 
Extrapolations from studies with mice indicate that a small increase 
would probably be expected, but certainly nothing like the popular 
misconception, shared by many nuclear war educators, of radiation 

producing anew breed of “monsters” among nuclear war survivors- 
a favorite theme of science fiction and editorial cartoons. 

Radiation is only one of numerous threats to human survival in 
nuclear war. Other immediate or early sources of casualties would 
include blast thermal radiation, and fires. Later, people might perish 
from starvation, disease, climate change (“nuclear winter”), or other 
factors. Yet none of these factors, singly or in combination, has been 
shown to pose such an overwhelming threat that all protective 
measures would necessarily be useless. 

Consider, for example, the “duck-and-cover” drills of schoolchil- 
dren in the 1950’s. which are still taught to all Soviet citizens today. 
Although widely ridiculed, such simple action could save many 
people outside the lethal blast area who might otherwise be severely 
injured from flying glass or from the intense thermal radiation which 
could cause severe burns or temporary blindness. 

Obviously, inside the lethal blast zone, measures to protect lives 
would need to be much more elaborate (blast sheitersj, bur ir shouici 
be noted that the cumulative U.S. area subject to such lethal blast 
damage (over 5 psi) is probably less than 5 percent (and for the 
U.S.S.R. it is probably less than 1 percent). These figures will 
probably surprise most people who may have heard the widely 
repeated assertion that we and the Soviets have enough nuclear 
weapons to kill each other 10 or more times over. Other variations on 
this theme are that the world’s arsenals equal onemillionHiroshimas, 
or three tons of ThT per person on Earth, or our favorite: a hand 
grenade for every square foot of rhe Earth’s surface. 

If these latter “statistics” are true how is it possible that less than 
5 percent of the U.S. (or 1 percent of the Sovieij land area would 
probably be subject to lethal blast damage in an all-out nuclear war? 
The early calculations of deaths per megaton were based on a“cookie 
cutter” model. Each nuclear detonation is assumed to result in lethal 
blast damage inside a circle of specific radius. One then imagines 
nonoverlapping circies to be piaced over the zezs of greatest pqx- 
lation density. In this way, it was estimated that perhaps 400 one- 
megaton weapons could kill about 25% of the population. This 25% 
fatality level was considered by strategists in the 1960’s to represent 
a level of damage that no nation would tolerate - the “assured 
destruction” level. “Assured destruction” does not mean that every- 
one would be killed with 400 megatons. Moreover, the present U.S. 
megatonnage of ten times this amount would not kill everyone either, 
eveninthesimplified “cookiecutter”mode1. Thereasonis thatapoint 
of diminishing returns is reached fairly quickly after the major 
population areas are targeted, and each additional megaton used 
wouldkill fewer and fewerpeople; the major urban areas of the nation 
occupy no more than 2 percent of the U.S. land area, and no more than 
0.2 percent of the Soviet land area. 

In fact, on a worldwide basis all the weapons in all the world’s 
arsenals would subject less than 1 percent of Earth’s land area to lethal 
blast pressures. Thus, the “overkill” statistic about being able to kill 
each other ten times over is at best a metaphorical use of numbers that 
has no relation to actual casualties, and at worst a deliberate attempt 
to mislead people into believing nuclear war survival is impossible. 
That statistic (as well as all the others: 3 tons of TNT per person, one 
million Hiroshimas, etc.) have as little bearing on the actual estimate 
ofcasualties astheobservationthattheexplosivepowerinthe world’s 
nuclear arsenals is comparable to that released in one very large 
volcanic explosion 

The fact that only arelatively small percentage of thenation’s land 
area would be subject to lethal blast damage makes evacuations of 
cities prior to nuclear attack a conceivable strategy. This, of course, 
is not nearly as effective a strategy as having in-place blast shelters 
that can be occupied on short notice, but for anation that doesn’t wish 
to pay the expense (estimated at 60 billion dollars or $250 per blast 
shelter occupant) it is the next best possibility. Obviously, an 
evacuation of cities would pose extraordinary problems for people 
residing in the “host” areas. And even outside the “high risk“ areas, 
there still would be many other hazards, especially fallout. 

Often, the ability of people to survive the short-term effects of 
nuclear weapons is portrayed as “meaningless” in view of the long- 
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term environmental effects. One example of such predicted effects is 
the depletion of the ozone layer which supposedly has been linked to 
various human activities. The primary human hazard of a depleted 
ozone layer would be an increase in skin cancers due to ultraviolet 
radiation. Calculations by the National Academy of Sciences esti- 
mate the rate of increase following a nuclear war to be about 10 
percent for Northern Hemisphere survivors -roughly one tenth the 
increase in danger faced by someone who today chose to move from 
Minnesota to sunny Texas! 

The long-term consequence of nuclear war that has received the 
widest publicity as being possibly serious enough to bring about 
mankind’s demise has been “nuclear winter,’’ originally proposed in 
1983. More recent studies by Thompson and Schneider, however, 
using more sophisticated models than the 1983 study, show that the 
duration and magnitude of the maximum expected temperature de- 
clines (about 200 degree-days of cooling rather than 22,000). might 
justify the term “nuclear autumn’’ better than nuclear winter. More- 
over, the magnitude of the climatic effect is highly dependent on 
factors under the control of the initiator of the nuclear war (the choice 
of weapons, their altitude of detonation, the targets, and the tune ot 
year). Any attacker seriously concerned that nuclear winter is a 
remote possibility need only choose his weapons and tactics accord- 
ingly to avoid “nuclear winter’s retaliation.” For example, calcula- 
tions of the maximum temperature depression averaged over northern 
hemispheremid-latitudes yield 15 “c for a war in the summer but only 
a few degrees for a wintertime war. The idea of a “threshold” for 
nuclear winter if one percent of the world’s arsenal is used, or that any 
attacker would suffer as badly as his victim because of nuclear winter, 
are additional myths created by those who see in these positions 
further justifications for their long-held views on nuclear disarma- 
ment. 

Given the present (and probable future) uncertainties in nuclear 
winter calculations it would be foolhardy to claim that worldwide 
climatic changes following a nuclear attack would certainly be 
negligible, only that they almost certainly wouldnot be catastrophic. 

V I 1  >LIGllUlLL ~ I U U l l U S  

the global apocalyptic conclusions of the initial nuclear winter hy- 
pothesis can now be relegated to a vanishingly low level of probabil- 
ity” (“Nuclear Winter Reappraised,” Foreign Affairs, Volume 64. 
1986, pp. 981-1005). Of course, even with climatic changes of less 
than catastrophic dimensions, large numbers of people might suffer 
starvation from the disruption of domestic agriculture and food 
imports from other countries. But then the civil defense measure of 
prior food storage could partly ameliorate such suffering in the event 
of a nuclear war (or other natural and man-made hazards prevalent in 
many parrs of the world.) 

As s. i. Tnompson and s. E. ScFu-&.;der rloie: ‘‘A --:-*:&-- ---..-.I 

Disinterest in civil defense is not a global phenomenon. The 
Soviet Union. for example, spends over 20 times as much as the U.S. 
does on civil defense every year. Despite assertions about the 
unsurvivability of nuclear war made by Mikhail Gorbachev in his 
1987 book, there is no sign of slackening in Soviet civil defense 
efforts. Soviet civil defense is often dismissed as a sham by many 
Americans and by selected Soviet officials by pointing to specific 
problem areas, using ridicule, or by citing the response to the Cher- 
nobyl accident and the Armenian earthquake. In fact, while consid- 
erable problems were encountered in the Chernobyl and Armenian 
earthquake disasters, Soviet civil defense also had some notable 
successes. Moreover, those who regard Soviet civil defense as asham 
rarely cite specific details about the program, including the existence 
of more than 20.000 blast shelters to protect up to 175,000 party 
leaders, the blast doors in every subway system in the land (present in 
cities of one million or more population), themore than 100,000 full- 
time and 20 million part-time civil defense personnel, and the civil 
defense classes that are required of all Soviet citizens. Although the 
Soviet civil defense system would probably fall short in many 
respects if actuaiiy put to the test, CIA estimates of ics eiiecriveness 
suggest that Soviet casualties in an all-out nuclear war that occurred 
following a week of heightened tension during which preparations 
could be made would probably be “in the low tens of millions,’’ 
namely about 10 percent of the population. 

At the same time that many deride civil defense as being incapable 
of coping with an all-out attack by the Soviet Union, there is a growing 
perception that better US.-Soviet relations make such an attack less 
likely, perhaps even the least likely, of potential nuclear threats. If that 
is the case, civil defense deserves reconsideration even by Doomsday 
theorists. The proliferation of nuclear weapons (and worse, long- 
range deLvery sys&mj tu 2 & d  Worid naiiois, or even .a -pmoilsi 

groups, poses a growing though clearly nonapocalyptic threat. Civil 
defense could also make a considerable difference in coping with the 
aftermath of the accidental launch of a few weapons. 

This article cannot answer every one of the literally endless stream 
yAuvr uLaLILubLba ..- ..YUIU -urmr- 

vivable: frestorms, mass epidemics, societal collapse, insects inher- 
iting the earth, just to name a few. Rather, it has addressed some of 
the commonly stated arguments in order to illustrate a general 
approach to highlight some of the factual material that should be 
considered in reaching a conclusion, and to suggest specific sources 
of additional information. 

If civil defense advocates are correct. then decisions about this 
issue could affect the lives of many millions of people in the event that 
nuclear weapons are ever used. Thus, a serious consideration of this 
viewpoint is worthy of inclusion in all courses related to nuclear war 
and peace. 
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Trees Can Sequester Carbon, Or Die And Amplify Global Warming: 
Possible Positive Feedback Between Rising Temperature, Stressed Forests, and CO, 

Arthur H .  Rosenfeld and Daniel B .  Botkin 

Global facts: good news and bad 

Forest biomass plays an important role in the global carbon cycle. 
Forests store billions of tomes of carbon in plants and soil. This is 
why there is currently so much discussion about planting trees to 
sequester a significant fraction of the carbon added to the atmosphere 
by human activity. The idea of forestation to offset carbon emissions 
was first proposed by Dyson and Marland (1, 2). To assess the 
viability of massive tree planting, we need to understand how planting 
trees and deforestation relate to the current global carbon release. 

We will make a rough estimate of how much carbon could be 
sequestered by planting trees, andhowmuchcarboncould bereleased 
by deforestation or global warming. For the purpose of the discussion 
we make the following assumptions concerning the order of magni- 

tude ofvarious quantities andrates, some of which, unfortunately, are 
poorly known: 

1. World combustion of fossil fuel produces about 5 Gt of carbon 
(as CO,) each year: 
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